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Meet Margo.

Margo is a busy college student who
struggles to stay connected with
friends across different circles on
campus. Social media is the one
space where these circles enter the
same sphere, but interactions that
take place on social media are not
typically direct or meaningful.



It's not just Margo who
feels this way about

current social media...



When using Instagram, 100 college students said they felt...

bored
unproductive icky

sucked in jealous
insecure

nervous
living vicariously

robotic

mindless

regretful

drained

excluded

lonely
self-conscious

self-consciousconnected

FOMO

excited

inadequate

stressed

zoned out
anxious

ashamed



Item 1
62.5%

Item 2
37.5%

Item 1
98%

Item 2
2%

Over 60% deleted Instagram at
some point (mostly due to spending
more time on the app than desired)

The majority of student survey respondents showed addictive tendencies
with Instagram, revealing that current "social" tech has the potential to

cause more harm than good and lead to anti-social behavior. 

Of those who deleted,
98% redownloaded, even

though they didn't truly "want" to



College students seek out Instagram to interact with friends
in a virtual space but get trapped in addictive screen-time

loops.

In-person interaction offers a release from that cycle.



Crowdsurf harnesses
technology to drive forward
meaningful social
interaction by mirroring the
real-life cadence of imagining,
planning, and attending social
outings, and then reliving the
memories..



Within a close network of
friends, a user creates an
activity and shares it with
their friends or any
subgroup. These activities
fill their friend's CrowdSurf
feeds.

1. Creating an Activity



From their feed, users can click
an activity to see additional
details.

From the discover page, users
can search an activity (or search
friends).

If they're interested, they can
"Like" the activity or "Commit"
if they will attend.

2. Surfing Activities



Once a user likes or commits to
an activity, it gets added to
their "Liked" or "Committed"
tab in the "Upcoming" section
of the app. If they're committed,
they can see which other
Crowdsurfers will attend.

3. Activities of Interest



Send text, photo, video, and
audio messages to plan for
the event
Get to know one another if
they don't already. 

Once everyone has committed,
users get put into a dynamic
groupchat in which they can: 

4. The Groupchat



When the user is attending the
event, Crowdsurf prioritizes the
user's engagement and full
presence in the activity. 

The app encourages this full
immersion by only displaying the
relevant chat and camera for
content capture during the
activity.

5. During the Activity



After the activity, content
(photos, videos) become part of
a shared archive between 
 participants. Past memories live
on a user's private profile 
 (which consists of memories
(past events) and current
groups).

6. Creating a Memory



Sustaining Crowdsurf through Partnerships with Local
Businesses

Paint N' Sip gets free access

to posting activities on

Crowdsurf and pays a fee

only when users commit

to and follow through on

their activity.

We provide tokens to

users when they follow

through on their

commitment, which can

then be paid forward

toward future activities.

Paint N' Sip is located in

Collegetown, CA and wants

more student business.

Instagram marketing is

expensive and not working.



Creating new friendships

Staying in the loop

Strengthening existing
friendships

Meaningfulness of
interaction

Made for college
students 

In-person interactions

Market Comparison



Engagement of interaction

Timeframe1 month 1 week 1 day

CrowdSuCrowdsurf is Unique in its Fast Pace.



We will begin with a pilot program on Stanford's campus, since this is a

campus where we can get friends on the app and focus on building out

strong partnerships with local businesses. We will then scale up on

campuses throughout the U.S through an ambassador program.

10 Million
Full-Time Undergraduate College
Students in the U.S. (2018).

7,000
Stanford
Undergraduates



New normal
Social interaction in higher demand than ever
before

Incoming college undergraduates without pre-
established communities

Greater intentionality behind interactions

In the interim
Safety guidelines

Group size limitations

Virtual options

COVID IMPACT



FUNDING WILL GO TOWARD ...

ENGINEERING
TEAM USER SURVEYS CAMPUS

AMBASSADORS



JOIN THE WAVE.


